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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear power plant units with W7/ER are "> '.ing in

creasingly equipped with high-performance, ', - j^rammable 

process control computers. There are, ho"'~' .;, r. ;1E.1 

reasons for further advancing the developmei • J -r.'at-

er-aided measuring systems, in particultr iox *xy. ar Cen

tal work. A special structure of such systems, wlich is 

based on the division into relatively rigid data regis

tration and primary handling and into further processing 

by advanced programming language, has proved useful in 

the GDR. 

1. FUNCTIONS AND STATUS OF COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

In the same way as nuclear physics and nuclear en

gineering have decisively influenced the developmer.? of 

large computers, newly developed minicomputers and, later 

on, microcomputers with process input-output devices have 

been used from the very beginning for investigations and 

measurements in commissioning and operating nuclear 

facilities, in particular nuclear power plants. During 

large-scale experiments at nuclear power plants such 

data registration systems and computers have to perform 

above all the following functions: 
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- Data registration and primary handling, 
- On-line or local processing according to generally estab
lished evaluation algorithms, and 

- Data storage for later detailed investigations. 

As process computer technique continues to develop, nu
clear power plent units are equipped with more efficient 
on-line computers for process monitoring. Леге the- question 
arises whether the development and employment of experimen
tal computers and measuring systems provided for specific 
investigations are still necessary and reasonable from the 
economic point of view. A technically feasible alternative 
would no doubt consist in the implementation of the soft
ware required for experimental investigations within the 
process computer technique of the unit monitoring system. 

There are some major aspects hav Lag decisive influence 
on this decision: 
- As a rule, every commissioning or recommissioning after 
reconstruction work implies changes in the process com
puter system of the NPP unit, which reflect the latest 
technical developments in this field and take into ac
count growing safety requirements. 
This raises not only organizational and commercial prob
lems in implementing additional functions in the pro
cess computer technique but also technical ones due to 
the need for continuous adaptation and due to possibly 
limited clear arrangement. 

TJ 
'That means, even fully developed and proven experimental 
methods must be adapted and implemented again and again, 
aa regards their application to computer technique. 
Besides the expenditure of work, the problem arises that 
not all consequences of such an adaptation can be recog
nized at once (changes in proportioning, data field or
ganization, etc.). These difficulties become already ap
parent in such a relatively slight changa as clip intro
duction of SI units. 
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- A modification of the process computer system, i.e. the 
introduction of additional functions into the system as 
a whole or even into individual system components (t.g. 
reactor monitoring system) may have so considerable ef
fects on the reliability parameters of the system (owing 
to additional load on individual components) that it does 

2) not seem reasonable from the safety point of view. 
- The growing number of NPP uni«a and incr ased safety re

quirements also involve eci increase in necessary in
vestigations of the units. In this way the objective to 
rationalize such : ivestigations by the use of specializ
ed computer technique, and thus to reduce the expenditure 
of preparation for the respective unit gains in import
ance from the economic point of view. 

- Measurements at NPP units for the ригрозе of investiga
tions shall provide data as exact as possible, and clear 
in statement and interpretation. At the same time, soph
isticated methods of measurement and evaluation shall be 
applicable. As the investigations to be carried out can
not be repeated without considerable expenditure, data 
gathering must be highly reliable and the process repro
ducible therefrom. 

To meet these criteria, the employed computer technique 
must be marked by both reliability and flexibility. These, 
however, become effective only if a third condition is met: 
the investigator must have a thorough knowledge of the pro
perties, advantages, disadvantages and technical conditions 
of the system he is using. 
2) 
For instance, additional functions not provided for nor
mal power plant operation can lead to P load on, e.g., 
relay circuits, which exceeds by far the established 
reliability limits. The same applies to other mechanical 
components of peripheral deviceJ, etc. 
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So the extended applications of modern process computer 
technique in NPP units are not the alternative to a spe
cialized computer system for experimental work whose 
function is to support specific experimental investiga
tions at NPP units by appropriate technical equipment. 
On the contrary, they pave the way for integrating auch 
a system into the automation concept of the NPP by creat
ing effective interfaces, and for interrelations which 
permit the establishment and use of a complex system for 
the surveillance and diagnosis of the NPP unit within the 
automation system. At the same time they contribute to 
connecting comprehensive calculation programmes on large 
computers more с1озе1у to the process in the NPP in sup
port of its operation and of accident analysis. 

2. STRUCTURE OP EXPERIMENTAL COMPUTER TECHNIQUE 
The general structure of experimental computer tech-

iiique can also be derived from the above-mentioned cri
teria reliability and flexibility. However, it must be 
kept in mind that despite all the perfectionism to which 
current sophisticated computer technique may lead, just 
simplicity offers the best guarantee for proper operation, 
reliable functioning and reproducible interpretation of 
the results. Applications in the GDR have led to a certain 
and proven form of data flow,as shown in Pig. 1: 

Data are obtained from the process instrumentation and 
control engineering installed at the unit, in terms of 
additional signal outputs through transmitters, preferably 
standard transmitters, and irom special measurements which 
are not needed for operation or whose accuracy must be 
higher for the experiments than for operation. Besides, a 
digital coupling at the process computer system of the 
unit enables the identical transmission of data processed 
in this system. 
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This permits to gather so-called "authorized data" which 
are identical with the display of the process instrumen
tation, and is of fundamental importance to certain ac
counting purposes (e.g. for the heat balance of the NPP 
unit).1-* 

Data collection is performed on the basis of a rela
tively rigid data registration system, followed by pri
mary handling and on-line calculations prescribed to a 
certain extent. This system, .vhich is controllable in de
pendence on the respective experiment and its coarse, en
sures data recording and display, and stores the data on 
an external data carrier for later detailed evaluation. 
For this purpose the microcomputer К 1520 (processor U 880, 
8 bits) with the operating system EIEX is available. 

More comprehensive local calculations are performed 
with another computer or serve as background software of 
the data registration system if the computer has the ap
propriate efficiency« In particular by the use of advanced 
programming languages and by corresponding coupling to the 
data collection as high a flexibility as possible is reach
ed, s^ that the user can easily make any changes during 
operation. 

As background computers can be used: 
1. personal computer (made in CrDR) (8-bit microcomputer, 

processor U 880) 
2. minicomputer К 1630 (made in GDR) (via high-speed 

serial interface) 

In this way the results of the calculations can be re
ferred to the display of the process instrumentation 
and brought in direct relation to the operating regula
tions and technical data of xhe unit. So deviations due 
to measurement and conversion errors ".an appear in the 
comparison only once, i.e. via the process instrumenta
tion. 
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3. minicomputer I 100 (made in Romania) (via slow-speed 

serial interface). 

The described stricture of the data flow is accordingly 

reflected in the structure of the instrumentation, as 

illustrated in Pig. 2 (here with two computers for data 

registration and computational evaluation). 

With the development of workplace-related computers 

it has become possible easily to adapt the above-describ

ed structure to the investigator's neede and to fill the 

gap between data collection and calculation programmes on 

large computers, resulting in a considerable effect on 

the interrelated information flow and thus on the improve

ment of NPP operation and safety. 
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